
 

How I Get Inside 
My client’s head

Learn My exact process for building rapport in 10 minutes or less!



 

How to use this guide 

Hello! I’m so happy you trusted me enough (or really, really wanted this resource lol) to give 
me your email address and that you’ve now opened it and are reading! What I’ve included in 
this resource is my exact process to figure out my client, adjust myself to her, and speak her 
language.  

The FIRST thing the brain looks for is, “Can I trust this person?” because it’s all about survival 
for the brain. The main indicator of trust for your client’s brain are belonging cues. A huge 
belonging cue is feeling someone is like you. The best way to send this belonging cue is 
knowing your client’s personality style right off the bat, and then without being fake, you can 
use that information to build trust quickly. 

This tool is powerful! I always caution my students to keep how you can help your client as 
priority so that you never unintentionally use this tool in a manipulative way.  

I’ve included space on the side of this guide that you can use to take notes and write down your 
thoughts if you want. :)  

Sherri Wilson



 

How to speak your client’s language 

If you could get inside your client’s head and see exactly what she’s 
thinking, wouldn’t you find it easier to persuade your client to purchase 
your product or service? Of course! Now, I don’t have a magic wand to get 
you inside your client’s head, but I do have a process that I use to get a good 
idea of what she’s thinking and to speak her language. 

To start, I’m going to help you learn how to quickly determine which 
personality style your client is. There are only four DISC styles, and since 
you are one of them, you only need to learn three. Once you learn those 
three like the back of your hand, you can literally adapt yourself and your 
communication to your client’s, which will build trust quickly.  

For this exercise, pick a client or someone that mystifies you and ask 
yourself if they are fast-paced or slow-paced. Next are they task-focused 
or people-focused? Circle the letter in the in the quadrant that matches the 
answers to these questions. 
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IF YOU’RE NERVOUS, DO A 
SUPERMAN POSE FOR TWO 
MINUTES BEFORE THE MEETING. 
YOU CAN ALSO SIMPLY IMAGINE 
YOURSELF DOING THE POSE. IT 
HAS THE SAME EFFECT ON YOUR 
TESTOSTERONE AND CORTISOL 
LEVELS.  

ALSO REMIND YOURSELF WHY 
YOU LOVE YOUR PROJECT OR 
SERVI CE AND HOW IT BENEFITS 
OTHERS.
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Using the two questions above for each person you meet will literally help you determine the 
style you’re persuading within minutes (although some can be tougher to figure out!). Most of 
the population is the S style then C and then the smallest percentage, D and I. Most business 
owners are D making that one an important style to know if you’re not that style. Memorize and 
practice this personality style information so it becomes second nature.  

Use the image on the next page and answer these questions (tip: I only use these questions if 
I’m having a rough time persuading someone).  

1. What are his or her priorities?          
              

2. If different from yours, which ones are most natural to you, and which ones are least natural 
to you?             
             
              

3. What might be the source of challenge in communicating based on his or her and your 
personality styles whether different or the same?        
             
              

4. What is his or her trust currency (underlined on page 4)?      
              

Action Plan: 

1. How best can you communicate with him or her? Details or bottom-line? Fast-paced or 
slower-paced?            
              

2. What materials or knowledge do you need to have on hand based on his or her 
communication style?           
              

3. What questions must you answer? When? Who? How? Why?       

4. How will you address concerns or objections based on his or her personality?    
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TRUST CURRENCY 

Use this sheet to quickly “talk the language” of the person you’re 
communicating with, especially your opposite. The part that’s underlined is 
how this person communicates and likes to be communicated to, which is 
called “trust currency.” It’s their language.  

D Style: 
1. Straightforward & respectful communication 
2. Bottom line 
3. Results 
4. Less details & personal exchange 
5. Answer WHEN & WHY 
6. Opposite: S style 

I Style: 
1. Open communication with admiration 
2. Lots of chit chat & nonessential conversation 
3. Make it fun 
4. Answer WHEN & WHO 
5. Opposite: C style 

S Style: 
1. Acceptance along with safety & connection 
2. Want to know some personal information about you 
3. Tactful & diplomatic 
4. Don't pressure for quick answer & consider family 
5. Answer WHO & HOW 
6. Opposite: D style 

C Style: 
1. Reliability with standards & certainty 
2. Private 
3. Need lots of details 
4. Plan ahead for more time to answer lots of questions 
5. Answer WHO & WHY 
6. Opposite: I Style 

It’s important to take note 
of the differences of each’s 
trust currency, especially if 
you’re a polar opposite like 
a d communicating to an s 
and vice versa or a c with 
an I and vice versa. 
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KNOW THAT A C PERSONALITY 
MIGHT ASK YOU SO  MANY 
QUESTIONS THAT YOU DESPAIR OF 
LIFE! LOL! BE PREPARED. 
SOMETIMES YOU’LL NEED TO 
BREAK THE QUESTION CYCLE AND 
ASK FOR A DECISION. ALSO BE 
PREPARED THAT YOU MIGHT NOT 
GET THAT DECISION FOR A YEAR!

QUICK PITCH TIPS 

Now that you’ve studied the different styles, let me give you quick tips for 
your conversation direction for each personality. 

D Style: 
1. Short and to the point with only minimal product/service details (in 

fact, they’ll probably ask you what they want to know so go with that) 
2. Minimal if any personal details (let them initiate) 
3. Emphasize RESULTS and WHEN 
4. Give them the price quicker than other personalities (they’ve usually 

already decided to do business with you BEFOREHAND and want to 
know “how much?”) 

I Style: 
1. Engage in chit-chat (they will more than likely be talkative so don’t just 

stare at them blankly lol) 
2. Use head nods and smile often (you will have to keep bringing them 

back to your product or service) 
3. They love new and shiny (emphasize the bells and whistles) 
4. You will be their new best friend so be friendly 

S Style: 
1. Take a more relaxed and slower pace 
2. Divulge some personal details about yourself early where appropriate 
3. Emphasize the positive impact their decision will have on their family  
4. Assure them of minimal disruption of life or that you’ll walk them 

through step-by-step if some disruption is necessary 

C Style: 
1. Communicate that they are making the RIGHT decision 
2. Give them MORE THAN ENOUGH meaning have plenty of written 

product/service materials like brochures and website links 
3. Emphasize quality 
4. Assure them of continued support and warranty after the sale and then 

follow through 
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